Abstract: Golf courses can be considered as precision agriculture, as being a playing surface, their appearance is of vital importance. Areas with good weather tend to have low rainfall. Therefore, the water management of golf courses in these climates is a crucial issue due to the high water demand of turfgrass. Golf courses are rapidly transitioning to reuse water, e.g., the municipalities in the USA are providing price incentives or mandate the use of reuse water for irrigation purposes; in Europe this is mandatory. So, knowing the turfgrass surfaces of a large area can help plan the treated sewage effluent needs. Recycled water is usually of poor quality, thus it is crucial to check the real turfgrass surface in order to be able to plan the global irrigation needs using this type of water. In this way, the irrigation of golf courses does not detract from the natural water resources of the area. The aim of this paper is to propose a new methodology for analysing geometric patterns of video data acquired from UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) using a new Hierarchical Temporal Memory (HTM) algorithm. A case study concerning maintained turfgrass, especially for golf courses, has been developed. It shows very good results, better than 98% in the confusion matrix. The results obtained in this study represent a first step toward video imagery classification. In summary, technical progress in computing power and software has shown that video imagery is one of the most promising environmental data acquisition techniques available today. This rapid classification of turfgrass can play an important role for planning water management.
Introduction
As a case of precision agriculture, golf courses can be considered; this is called precision turfgrass in the literature [1] . The huge dimensions of maintained turfgrass can be highlighted by the fact that it is estimated to cover 20 million ha in the USA [2] . Spatio-temporal variation of soil, climate, plants and irrigation requirements are new challenges for precision agriculture and, above all, complex turfgrass sites [3] . The irrigation of golf courses is a major concern in this crop maintenance, especially in a Mediterranean climate, both in the USA and in Europe [4] . Golf courses in the southwestern United States are rapidly transitioning to reuse water (treated sewage effluent), as municipalities provide price incentives or mandate the use of reuse water for irrigation purposes [5] . So, when reuse water of poor quality is used, as on golf courses in the arid southwestern United States, proper irrigation management is critical [6] , so greenkeepers should pay attention to irrigation strategies employed on reuse water irrigated golf courses to properly manage for higher nitrogen and salt loads. In Spain, it is estimated that water consumption for a golf course is 6.727 m 3 /ha per year (this is due to the use of poor water, 2.5 dS/m) [7] .
Recently, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have provided a technological breakthrough with potential application in PA [8, 9] . UAVs enable the quick production of cartographic material because they rely on different technologies, including cameras, video and GPS (Global Positioning System) [10] . Even though an UAV has very restricted, heavy limitations, the minimization of the sensors during the last year is allowing the use of lighter vehicles, or the use of more features and sensors to a given platform [11] . The opportunity offered by UAVs to observe the world from the sky provides the opportunity to study crops or turfgrass from an unusual viewpoint, allowing the visualization of details that cannot be easily seen from the ground [12, 13] .
Regarding agricultural purposes, aerial photography and colour video from UAVs presents an alternative to imagery from satellite and aerial platforms [14] , which are often difficult to obtain or expensive [15] . Hassan et al. [15] highlight the problem of conventional methods in the classification process, using high resolution images to overcome or minimize the difficulty in classification of the mixed pixel areas. A huge number of applications are achieved using UAVs to monitoring the health of crops through spectral information, e.g., stressed or damaged crops change their internal leaf structure which could be rapidly detected by a thermal infrared sensor [16] , therefore, this information is very important to detect stress such as water and nutrient deficiency in growing crops [17] .
On the other hand, texture measurements from images obtained by UAVs have been integrated in object-oriented classification, specifically in the classification and management of agricultural land cover [18] . Likewise, there are studies that demonstrate the feasibility of using UAVs with thermal multispectral cameras for estimating crop water requirements, determining the ideal time for watering and saving water consumption without affecting productivity [19] [20] [21] . Therefore, the technology is versatile and capable of producing very useful cartographic material for working with PA; the technique also facilitates working with aerial photography in addition to LIDAR (Laser Imaging Detection and Ranging) or video cameras [22, 23] . UAVs on golf courses have been used for some time to monitor certain agronomic variables, such as nitrogen [24] , and should be considered as a valuable tool to monitor plant nutrition. In this case study, a rapid classification of turfgrass, among others, can play an important role to determine the water requirements of the different areas in order to plan water use.
For this purpose, information of important use can be analyzed and extracted from the images through the employment of powerful and automatic software. The object-based image classification techniques are applied not only for a high level of adaptability but automation as well. These techniques overcome some limitations of pixel-based classification by creating objects on the image through segmentation, using adjacent pixels with a spectral similarity [25] . Subsequently, object-based classification combines spectral contextual information for these objects to perform more complex classifications. These techniques have been successfully applied to images obtained by UAVs in agricultural [26, 27] , aquatic ecosystems [28] and urban [29] areas.
Therefore, for golf courses, irrigation need planning, especially if it is employed in large areas, and has to be monitored more frequently than other crops. UAVs, due to low cost and fast response time, are the technology that allows this monitoring. A monitoring system based on the video image analysis and classification, will allow a real-time control of crops. Thus, this research is the first step to show the technical viability of real-time control of crops.
Thus, given the positive results previously obtained in the classification of images and given that the applications developed using the HTM algorithm are capable of analyzing video images, the objective of the current study is to develop a recognition methodology for golf courses in real-time using video images taken by an UAV based in a HTM for possible application in planning irrigation needs in order to maximize the water use efficiency and help to plan water requirements of reuse water.
Material and Methods

UAV and Sensor Description
The material used in this work included images taken by an UAV DJI Phantom 2 Vision+ (Figure 1a ) with a flight control system Naza-M V2, that has a range of 700 m and an altitude of 300 m; a HD integrated camera; and a 3-axis gimbal correcting movements in any axis and direction [30] . The Phantom 2 Vision+ is a rigid quadcopter with a maximum ascent rate of 6 m/s, a maximum descent rate of 2 m/s and a maximum flight speed of 15 m/s.
The camera of the Vision+ (Figure 1b ) has a 140 • FOV (Field of View), F2.8 connected to a 2.3 sensor with 14 megapixels that can capture images in Adobe DNG and JPEG format as well as recording 1080-pixel and 30-fps videos or recording in a slow camera mode at 60-fps 720-pixel resolution [30] . The equipment also features a streaming video and telemetry data with a range of up to 700 m to a phone, tablet or computer and has a 5200-mAh lithium battery that can hold the quadcopter in the air for up to 25 min. The operator can control the camera using Wi-Fi to manage pan, tilt and camera light sensitivity, video or image modes. The Wi-Fi computer camera system is a very important element that allows for real-time viewing of everything being seen by the camera and the obtainment of video images in real-time.
The equipment also includes an inertial sensor and a barometric altimeter to measure altitude and latitude. 
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UAV and Sensor Description
The material used in this work included images taken by an UAV DJI Phantom 2 Vision+ ( Figure  1a ) with a flight control system Naza-M V2, that has a range of 700 m and an altitude of 300 m; a HD integrated camera; and a 3-axis gimbal correcting movements in any axis and direction [30] . The Phantom 2 Vision+ is a rigid quadcopter with a maximum ascent rate of 6 m/s, a maximum descent rate of 2 m/s and a maximum flight speed of 15 m/s.
The camera of the Vision+ (Figure 1b ) has a 140° FOV (Field of View), F2.8 connected to a 2.3′′ sensor with 14 megapixels that can capture images in Adobe DNG and JPEG format as well as recording 1080-pixel and 30-fps videos or recording in a slow camera mode at 60-fps 720-pixel resolution [30] . The equipment also features a streaming video and telemetry data with a range of up to 700 m to a phone, tablet or computer and has a 5200-mAh lithium battery that can hold the quadcopter in the air for up to 25 min. The operator can control the camera using Wi-Fi to manage pan, tilt and camera light sensitivity, video or image modes. The Wi-Fi computer camera system is a very important element that allows for real-time viewing of everything being seen by the camera and the obtainment of video images in real-time.
Study Site
The first stage of this study is to propose a new methodology for analysing geometric patterns of video data acquired from UAVs using a new Hierarchical Temporal Memory (HTM) algorithm.
The information used in this research during the training phase includes simple and short videos, as these videos represent a first step in the integration of UAV video cameras into this technology and the search for the most suitable videos for the proposed purposes. The analyzed patterns to check the accuracy of the method were grapes (Vitis vinifera; see Figure 2 ) and other non-agricultural uses, namely urban and wood areas.
For each of these categories, 300 training videos and 150 testing videos with a total duration of 60 min were used. The videos were obtained in different areas of Redwood City, San Mateo County, California, United States (37°30.128′ N 122°12.758′ W; Figure 3 ). 
For each of these categories, 300 training videos and 150 testing videos with a total duration of 60 min were used. The videos were obtained in different areas of Redwood City, San Mateo County, California, United States (37 • 
HTM Methodology
In recent years, the technology involved in remote sensing and object recognition has considerably advanced [31, 32] , with diverse applications ranging from recognition and vehicle classification [33] to the facial recognition of individuals [34] . Studies on detection and object recognition can be classified into two categories: keypoint-based object detection [35] and hierarchical and cascaded classifications [36] . Parallel to this development, a new technology applicable to the classification of digital pictures emerged: the Hierarchical Temporal Memory (HTM) learning algorithm. This classification technology is based on both neural networks and Bayesian networks but involves a particular algorithm based on a revolutionary model of human intelligence-the memory-prediction theory developed by Jeff Hawkins [37] . This theory is based on the workings of the human cerebral cortex, which has a structure in the form of "layers" in which information flows bidirectionally from the senses to the brain. From this operating hierarchy, a hypothesis of how the human mind works is created. The key point of this algorithm is found in the duality of the information received. All information we perceive has a spatial component and a temporal one; information is received by the human brain not as an isolated pattern but as a 
In recent years, the technology involved in remote sensing and object recognition has considerably advanced [31, 32] , with diverse applications ranging from recognition and vehicle classification [33] to the facial recognition of individuals [34] . Studies on detection and object recognition can be classified into two categories: keypoint-based object detection [35] and hierarchical and cascaded classifications [36] . Parallel to this development, a new technology applicable to the classification of digital pictures emerged: the Hierarchical Temporal Memory (HTM) learning algorithm. This classification technology is based on both neural networks and Bayesian networks but involves a particular algorithm based on a revolutionary model of human intelligence-the memory-prediction theory developed by Jeff Hawkins [37] . This theory is based on the workings of the human cerebral cortex, which has a structure in the form of "layers" in which information flows bidirectionally from the senses to the brain. From this operating hierarchy, a hypothesis of how the human mind works is created. The key point of this algorithm is found in the duality of the information received. All information we perceive has a spatial component and a temporal one; information is received by the human brain not as an isolated pattern but as a succession of patterns. The cerebral cortex stores the patterns that we perceive and how they are ordered in time. In light of that concept, the memory-prediction theory states that the cerebral cortex stores the new patterns and their evolution over time so that once these sequences stabilize, the brain can make predictions (or inferences) enabling it, without observing a full sequence, to know what pattern it is observing because it knows the sequence in which the patterns occur over time [37] .
Thus, this new technology developed by Jeff Hawkins not only presents a new model of how human intelligence functions but also models a neural network system capable of emulating this theory. This classification technology is not specific to image analysis but is versatile for any type of information (from medical information to economic data), with a dual role: learning and pattern recognition in data flows and classifying unknown data according to the training received. Currently, we can find this technology integrated into the free software application NuPIC developed by NUMENTA ® (Redwood City, CA, USA), which is used to classify data streams [38] . These data can be of many types, ranging from sign language [39] to eye retinal images for biomedical purposes [40] . There are open areas of research using HTM as a classifier for land planning, which is where our work focuses. In a previous study, Perea et al. [41] conducted an analysis of high-resolution images for classification and land planning in agricultural environments; starting from images from a UltracamD ® (Graz, Austria) photo sensor of a region of southern Spain, classification results were obtained that recognized the ground cover up to 90.4%. In a similar fashion, using HTM in the recognition and object-oriented classification, the technology was successfully applied in the recognition of urban areas and green areas; the classification results obtained were approximately 93.8% [42] .
Objects with a hierarchical structure, in both space and time, compose the world; this same concept is used by HTM to generate a series of interconnected nodes organized in a tree hierarchy [43] . Thus, the HTM presents a hierarchical structure either in space or time and represents the structure of the world [44] .
The HTM learning algorithm implemented in the HTM Camera Toolkit free Application Programming Interface (API) was used in this experiment. This API allows easy implementations of HTM learning algorithms using real world images. Although this API can be used in a variety of contexts, in this paper we focus only on visual recognition applications (i.e., inputs are UAV videos). This API is built and configured by writing Python scripts, allowing researchers to design and configure the hierarchy of nodes based on their input data. To improve the accuracy based on node parameters configuration it is necessary to work with iterations.
As commented before, the principal objective of this first stage in this investigation is to propose a new methodology for analysing geometric patterns of video data acquired from UAVs using a new Hierarchical Temporal Memory (HTM) algorithm. For this purpose, the parameterization and structure of the HTM algorithm for learning and inference have been analyzed and constructed. Figure 4 shows the overall methodology for HTM design and implementation. There are five phases in this methodology, from the definition and configuration of the data and HTM network to the training and its evaluation.
Once the data to be used have been defined, two steps were necessary to create this network: the creation of the architecture using the Python programming language and the formation of a set of training patterns.
Based on the experience of the research group in previous work [41, 42, 45] , the HTM network was defined in three levels: the first two levels are composed by two sub-levels (a sub-level which analyses the spatial component and another sub-level that analyses the temporal component), and finally there is a classifier which sorts the images into common categories. The level 1 or input level is composed of 8 × 8 pixel input nodes, each associated to a single pixel. Nodes from the first level go through the raw image and receive a characteristic of the training pattern image, creating an entry vector formed by digital levels of 8 × 8 pixels. Level 2 is composed of 16 nodes that receive the information from the previous level; therefore, each level 2 node is formed by four primary child nodes (arranged in a 2 × 2 region). Finally, level 3 or higher comprises a single node, and it has 16 child nodes (arranged in a 4 × 4 region) and a receptive field of 64 pixels. In Figure 5 , the downward connection of one node per level is shown. This system operates in two phases: the training phase and the inference phase. During the training phase, the network is exposed to training patterns and builds a model that categorizes patterns. During the inference phase, new patterns will be distributed in these categories. All nodes (except the initial node) process information in the same manner and consist of two modules: temporal and spatial [44] . Understanding an HTM node involves understanding the operation of these modules during the learning and training phases.
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Training Phase
During the training phase, the spatial module learns to classify input data based on the spatial coincidence of the elements that compose them. The input vector is compared with other vectors already stored. The exit of the spatial module (temporal module entrance) occurs in terms of their matches and can be seen as a pre-processing stage for the temporal module, simplifying entry. The temporal module learns temporary groups, which are groups of coincidences that frequently occur [44] .
Spatial Module
The spatial modules of the input nodes receive raw data from the sensor; spatial modules of the upper nodes receive the output data from their lower nodes. The input of the spatial module in the upper layers is the concatenation of the order set by the output of the nodes below. Its input is represented by a series of vectors, and the function of the spatial module is to build a matrix (match matrix) of input vectors that have recently occurred. There are several algorithms for the spatial modules, such as the Gaussian and Product algorithms. The Gaussian algorithm is used for nodes in the input level, and the top nodes of the hierarchy use the spatial module Product.
The Gaussian algorithm compares the input vector without dealing with the existing matches in the match matrix. If the Euclidean distance between the input vector and the existing match is sufficiently small, then the entry is considered as the same match, and the match count is incremented and stored in the memory. The distance between an input vector and previously stored vectors is:
where D is the dimension of the vector (64 in the first level), x i is the ith element of the input vector and w j is the position i of the vector j in the match matrix W. The match threshold of an input vector to an existing match is the Maximum distance parameter. The product algorithm calculates the probability of similarity (belief i ), Equation (2) , between an input in the inference and a vector that had been previously memorized by the spatial module:
where nchildren is the number of secondary nodes (previous level) that the parent node has, x is the input vector, y i are the vectors previously stored by the spatial module and (child j ) is the part of a vector obtained from nchildren secondary nodes.
Temporal Module
The temporal module forms groups of matches in time, called temporal groups. Subsequently, a temporal match matrix is built. After the training phase, the temporal module uses this matrix to create the temporal groups. This module uses the sum algorithm, which takes the best representations of all groups to classify new input patterns during inference. When a new input vector is presented during the training phase, the spatial module represents the input vector as one of the learned matches. This process increases the elements (j, i) of the temporal match matrix and is controlled by the transitionMemory parameter. This increment (It) is calculated as follows, Equation (3):
where t is the training; the HTM time is in seconds between the current match and the past match.
Inference Phase
After training a node, the network transitions to the inference mode. When the complete network is trained, all of the nodes are in the inference state, and the network is capable of performing inference with new input patterns. Initially, a probability distribution is generated for the categories that were used during training.
Spatial Module
When an input pattern arrives to the spatial module, the network will generate a distribution of beliefs about the categories that have been created in the training phase. Both the Gaussian spatial module and the Product spatial module work differently during the inference stage, but both turn an input vector into a belief vector around the matches.
In the Gaussian spatial module, the distance between an input vector x and each of the trained matches w j is calculated using Equation (1).
This distance becomes a probability vector considering x as a random sample drawn from a set of multi-dimensional Gaussian probability distributions, all of them based in one of the trained matches. All of these distribution probabilities have the same constant variance in all dimensions, controlled by the Standard Deviation (SD) parameter, which is the square root of the variance. Each element i of the probability vector b, which represents the probability of the input vector x having the same cause as the match i, is calculated using the following equation:
where d 2 is defined in Equation (1) and w j is the match of the position j in the match matrix W. The algorithm of the Product spatial module divides the input vector at the outputs of each one of its subgroups. The algorithm uses the dot product with the same parts of the match and then calculates the products of these numbers, resulting in a probability vector element in matches in the match matrix.
Temporal Module
During the inference phase, the temporal module receives a probability vector concerning the matches in the spatial module. Subsequently, the module calculates the probability distribution of the groups. A choice is made between two different algorithms in the temporal module during the inference: maxProp and sumProp, controlled by the PoolerAlgorithm time parameter. These algorithms are defined in detail in [46] .
HTM Design and Implementation
As commented before, we used the HTM Camera Toolkyt API, developed by Numenta ® (Redwood City, CA, USA), in order to design the HTM network used in this investigation.
Once the network has been built, the second step is to configure the information handling and training process. Here, the key parameter is the number of iterations performed with the training images. In this case, 2000 iterations were performed at three levels. Experiments have demonstrated that increasing up to double the number of iterations (4000) does not result in a significant increase in the accuracy of the analysis [41, 42, 45] .
In Table 1 , the most relevant parameters of the network-training phase are presented, as are the starting values of the core network as recommended by [43] . Figure 6 presents images of each level of the network structure. Each image that is contained in a video is analyzed by the network. As a pre-treatment, all frames are rescaled to a specific resolution as many times as the parameter ScaleCount indicates (Figure 6a-original image, Figure 6b -rescaled image), after which the information goes through the first level of nodes (level 1). This first level is called the S1 layer, and it uses a filter (Gabor filter) to help in recognizing input patterns and making a selection among a series of categories based on geometric and temporal similarities. To extract features and analyze texture, Gabor filters are used [47] . Due to this initial screening, we generate a database of the most common patterns and reduce the infinite number of patterns that we could receive in each image to a limited number. This level produces a set of patterns that are common or that are strongly present in the image as an output.
The input for Level 2 (Figure 6c -obtained from the image, Figure 6d -obtained from the rescaled image), designated C1 Layer (Figure 6e) , is the output of the previous level (S1). Level 2 is where the clustering of time sequences occurs. In this level, grouping is performed based on the information of the previous layer, with the base patterns (equivalent to the invariant representations of the HTM theory) creating pattern sequences or pattern clusters using geometric criteria. These sequences are stored, generating more complex patterns.
The information travels up the network to level 3, called the S2 layer (Figure 6f ), where information from the preceding level 2 (C1) arrives. Level 3 is where an initial classification is performed. During the training phase, a set of prototypical patterns are memorized through the sequences received from the classification made by the lower layer (C1). When the network is Due to this initial screening, we generate a database of the most common patterns and reduce the infinite number of patterns that we could receive in each image to a limited number. This level produces a set of patterns that are common or that are strongly present in the image as an output.
The information travels up the network to level 3, called the S2 layer (Figure 6f ), where information from the preceding level 2 (C1) arrives. Level 3 is where an initial classification is performed. During the training phase, a set of prototypical patterns are memorized through the sequences received from the classification made by the lower layer (C1). When the network is trained, the new data stream in this sub-layer will be compared to the memorized sequences performing an initial classification.
Inference Phase
Once the network has been trained with the data set that was provided, indicating the categories that we want it to recognize, we move to the inference phase. In the inference phase, we supply the network with a set of unknown images for it to classify according to what the network learned and memorized in the previous phase. Figure 7 presents the system working in the inference phase. The status of any of the nodes of the different levels (Figure 7a-e) can be visualized while the network is processing the information. Finally, we have the C2 Layer, in which the process of grouping already classified patterns is repeated. This process is performed to convert the information into a probability vector, which collects the sequences with the maximum response to the classification process. Behind this last layer, we have a support vector machine (SVM) classifier. SVM, as a kernel learning method, is used for classification problems, performing a non-linear classification [48] . This classifier memorizes the categories with which we are working; these categories were defined during the training phase. This classifier is responsible for assigning the class to which each classified image belongs (Figure 7f ). Once the inference stage is completed, a confusion matrix is obtained. trained, the new data stream in this sub-layer will be compared to the memorized sequences performing an initial classification.
Once the network has been trained with the data set that was provided, indicating the categories that we want it to recognize, we move to the inference phase. In the inference phase, we supply the network with a set of unknown images for it to classify according to what the network learned and memorized in the previous phase. Figure 7 presents the system working in the inference phase. The status of any of the nodes of the different levels (Figure 7a-e) can be visualized while the network is processing the information. Finally, we have the C2 Layer, in which the process of grouping already classified patterns is repeated. This process is performed to convert the information into a probability vector, which collects the sequences with the maximum response to the classification process. Behind this last layer, we have a support vector machine (SVM) classifier. SVM, as a kernel learning method, is used for classification problems, performing a non-linear classification [48] . This classifier memorizes the categories with which we are working; these categories were defined during the training phase. This classifier is responsible for assigning the class to which each classified image belongs (Figure 7f ). Once the inference stage is completed, a confusion matrix is obtained. 
Results and Discussion
During the experiments, internal network parameters that affect the learning process were modified, with the main goal of obtaining an optimal methodology for the recognition of video image patterns.
As mentioned above, the maxDist parameter defined the Euclidean distance between a known pattern and a new one, which is critical in the recognition and classification of patterns. An optimal value is essential for the successful creation of temporal groups during the training phase. A high value of the maxDist parameter contributes to the formation of fewer temporal groups, which could seriously impact the total recognition accuracy. On the other hand, a low value of the maxDist parameter generates a high number of temporal groups, which on top of the large memory demand, 
As mentioned above, the maxDist parameter defined the Euclidean distance between a known pattern and a new one, which is critical in the recognition and classification of patterns. An optimal value is essential for the successful creation of temporal groups during the training phase. A high value of the maxDist parameter contributes to the formation of fewer temporal groups, which could seriously impact the total recognition accuracy. On the other hand, a low value of the maxDist parameter generates a high number of temporal groups, which on top of the large memory demand, also results in poor recognition performance. To avoid these undesirable effects, it is very important to evaluate the optimal value for maxDist to achieve the best accuracy in the classifications.
In the original configuration, the maxDist parameter has a starting value of 1, and the influence of this parameter on the overall accuracy values in the different classifications was studied. The maxDist values (Table 2 ) used in this experiment were defined based on the results of the initial studies performed [41, 42, 45] . Table 2 presents the maxDist parameter values with respect to the overall accuracy obtained for each of the test classifications. The maximum accuracy value was 96% and was obtained at an intermediate value for a maxDist of 3. After this value, there is nearly a linear drop in the overall accuracy of the classifications. This drop is due to the number of coincidences detected during the training phase and the temporal groups formed. For the previously mentioned optimal value of maxDist, the Urban class was the class that obtained the largest number of misclassified frames, as seen in Table 3 , whereas the Grape class reached the highest accuracy of all the classes during classification. Looking at the second and third columns of Table 2 , a large number of matches was not related to a greater overall accuracy of classification, as the number of matches in input patterns might be unrealistic, classifying new similar patterns in different categories. For example, if we set a low value for the parameter maxDist, it is forcing the creation of many different, but similar, groups. So, several categories may correspond to the same pattern.
For the case with maxDist of 3, which can be considered optimal, the number of matches obtained was 44.79. On the other hand, the effect of the value of the maxDist parameter on the creation of temporal groups during the training phase of the network can be seen in Table 2 ; the smaller the maxDist parameter, the greater the number of temporal groups was obtained, leading similar patterns to be classified in different classes. Conversely, increasing the value of the maxDist parameter reduces the formation of temporal groups, an effect that is not conducive in any way to obtaining an optimal accuracy in the classification, as the images of wineries and images of forest areas are classified in the same category (Table 4) . For the case with the optimal maxDist value of 3, the number of temporal groups obtained was 20.
The effect of the SD parameter on the accuracy of the classification was verified. This parameter is calculated as the square root of the maxDist. This value is a reasonable starting value for SD because the distances between the matches are calculated as the square of the Euclidean distance instead of the normalized Euclidean distance. Figure 8 presents the overall accuracy values obtained for different SD values. Similar to the maxDist parameter, there is growth in the overall accuracy value until it reaches a maximum of 96% for an SD value of 1.73. Smaller SD parameter values cause high beliefs to be assigned only to matches that are very close to the inferred pattern. Conversely, when using lower SD values, between 1 and 1.73, all of the matches receive high belief values independent of their distance to the inferred pattern. The effect of the SD parameter on the accuracy of the classification was verified. This parameter is calculated as the square root of the maxDist. This value is a reasonable starting value for SD because the distances between the matches are calculated as the square of the Euclidean distance instead of the normalized Euclidean distance. Figure 8 presents the overall accuracy values obtained for different SD values. Similar to the maxDist parameter, there is growth in the overall accuracy value until it reaches a maximum of 96% for an SD value of 1.73. Smaller SD parameter values cause high beliefs to be assigned only to matches that are very close to the inferred pattern. Conversely, when using lower SD values, between 1 and 1.73, all of the matches receive high belief values independent of their distance to the inferred pattern. Based on the optimal maxDist and SD values previously discussed, we studied the effect of the ScaleRF and ScaleOverlap parameters on the network training and overall accuracy obtained in the classification of the images.
As mentioned above, the ScaleRF and ScaleOverlap parameters are related to the scale or the resolution of the images that are presented to the network; thus, by changing these parameters, we can vary the number of different scales of the image that are presented to the nodes and the overlap among them. This change is critical because changes in the image resolutions allow the network to extract patterns of the same image in different levels to create invariant representations (or models of stored patterns) used to classify new images.
The basic network starts from intermediate values of ScaleOverlap and ScaleRF (1 and 1, respectively). Figure 9 presents a bar chart in which the ScaleOverlap and the ScaleRF parameters are related to the overall accuracy for each case. The highest overall accuracy (97.1%) was obtained for a value of 4 for the ScaleRF parameter and 1 for the ScaleOverlap. The worst results were obtained for a ScaleOverlap parameter value of 0; this value creates no spatial overlap among the input patterns, worsening the training stage in the temporal module and thereby reducing the number of temporal groups formed and their time sequence.
In general, it is observed in this study that a value of 4 for the ScaleRF parameter optimizes the capacity of the network to extract patterns from images at different resolutions. From a value of 5, the overall classification accuracy starts to fall again.
After the analysis of the videos, the abilities of the model to learn the invariant representation of the visual pattern, to store these patterns in the hierarchy and to automatically retrieve them associatively, was verified.
For this experience, the maximum overall accuracy obtained among the different classifications made was 97.1% (Figure 10 ), avoiding problems related to the use of images with high spatial resolution, as in the salt-and-pepper noise effect. The salt-and-pepper effect makes it difficult to Based on the optimal maxDist and SD values previously discussed, we studied the effect of the ScaleRF and ScaleOverlap parameters on the network training and overall accuracy obtained in the classification of the images.
For this experience, the maximum overall accuracy obtained among the different classifications made was 97.1% (Figure 10 ), avoiding problems related to the use of images with high spatial resolution, as in the salt-and-pepper noise effect. The salt-and-pepper effect makes it difficult to obtain and cleanly classify images, resulting in different cases for a plot where there should only be a single case. Comparing the results of the Confusion matrix (Table 5) , lower accuracy in the Urban class is observed; there were a few misclassified frames because in the same image, two different classes could coexist, such as buildings and parks (Table 5) . In 59 frames, the Urban class was classified as the Woods class, and in 11 frames, it was classified as the Grapes class. The higher accuracy obtained was for the Grapes class, where one frame was classified as Urban class and five frames as Woods class. obtain and cleanly classify images, resulting in different cases for a plot where there should only be a single case. Comparing the results of the Confusion matrix (Table 5) , lower accuracy in the Urban class is observed; there were a few misclassified frames because in the same image, two different classes could coexist, such as buildings and parks (Table 5) . In 59 frames, the Urban class was classified as the Woods class, and in 11 frames, it was classified as the Grapes class. The higher accuracy obtained was for the Grapes class, where one frame was classified as Urban class and five frames as Woods class. Comparing the results of the Confusion matrix (Table 5) , lower accuracy in the Urban class is observed; there were a few misclassified frames because in the same image, two different classes could coexist, such as buildings and parks (Table 5) . In 59 frames, the Urban class was classified as the Woods class, and in 11 frames, it was classified as the Grapes class. The higher accuracy obtained was for the Grapes class, where one frame was classified as Urban class and five frames as Woods class. Case Study: Golf Course
The analyzed patterns to check the accuracy of this case study were turfgrass (see Figure 11 ) and other uses, namely urban, water, bunker and wood areas. The analyzed patterns to check the accuracy of this case study were turfgrass (see Figure 11 ) and other uses, namely urban, water, bunker and wood areas. For each of these categories, 300 training videos and 150 testing videos with a total duration of 60 min were used. The videos were obtained in different areas of a golf course in Pilar, Buenos Aires (34°29′52.62′′ S; 58°56′11.68′′ O; Figure 12 ). The analyzed patterns to check the accuracy of this case study were turfgrass (see Figure 11 ) and other uses, namely urban, water, bunker and wood areas. For each of these categories, 300 training videos and 150 testing videos with a total duration of 60 min were used. The videos were obtained in different areas of a golf course in Pilar, Buenos Aires (34°29′52.62′′ S; 58°56′11.68′′ O; Figure 12 ). Based on the optimal parameter values previously discussed, we studied the effect of and the overall accuracy obtained in the classification of the images.
For this case study, the overall accuracy obtained, using the optimal values parameters studied above, was 98.28% (Table 6 ). We compared our results to those of other works. For example, Revollo et al. [49] develop an autonomous application for geographic feature extraction and recognition in coastal videos and obtained an overall accuracy of 95%; Duro et al. [50] used object-oriented classification and decision trees in Spot images to identify vegetal coverings and obtained an overall accuracy of 95%; Karakizi et al. [51] developed and evaluated an object-based classification framework towards the detection of vineyards reaching an overall accuracy rate of 96%.
Therefore, the accuracy value obtained from the classification using the algorithm based on HTM is similar or superior to values obtained by other authors using object-oriented classification and neural networks, which demonstrates that the methodology is appropriate for discriminating agricultural covers in real-time.
Furthermore, as an added benefit, HTM and the methodology developed in this study enable the classification and decision making to be performed in real-time. As we commented before, the operator can control the camera using Wi-Fi. The Wi-Fi computer camera system allows for real-time viewing of everything being seen by the camera, even without taking an image or video. Once the network has been trained and tested, the algorithm classifies the videos, which are received in real-time from the Wi-Fi computer camera system of the DJI Phantom 2 Vision+ (Figure 13 ). Based on the optimal parameter values previously discussed, we studied the effect of and the overall accuracy obtained in the classification of the images.
Furthermore, as an added benefit, HTM and the methodology developed in this study enable the classification and decision making to be performed in real-time. As we commented before, the operator can control the camera using Wi-Fi. The Wi-Fi computer camera system allows for real-time viewing of everything being seen by the camera, even without taking an image or video. Once the network has been trained and tested, the algorithm classifies the videos, which are received in real-time from the Wi-Fi computer camera system of the DJI Phantom 2 Vision+ (Figure 13 ). In contrast, in the works [1, 2, 51] of classical classification, post-processing work was required.
Conclusions
Pattern recognition is an important step in remote sensing applications for precision agriculture. Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are currently a valuable source of aerial photographs In contrast, in the works [1, 2, 51] of classical classification, post-processing work was required.
Pattern recognition is an important step in remote sensing applications for precision agriculture. Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are currently a valuable source of aerial photographs and video images for inspection, surveillance and mapping in precision agriculture purposes. This is because UAVs can be considered in many applications as a low-cost alternative to classical remote sensing. New applications in the real-time domain are expected. The problem of video image analysis taken from an UAV is approached in this paper. A new recognition methodology based on the Hierarchical Temporal Memory (HTM) algorithm for classifying video imagery was proposed and tested for agricultural areas.
As a case study of precision agriculture, golf courses have been considered, namely precision turfgrass. The analyzed patterns to check the accuracy of this case study were turfgrass (see Figure 11 ) and other uses, namely urban, water, bunker and wood areas.
In the classification process, based on the optimal parameter values obtained during the first stage, a maximum overall accuracy of 98.28% was obtained with a minimum number of misclassified frames. In this case study, a rapid classification of turfgrass, among others, can play an important role to determine water requirements of the different areas in order to plan water use.
Additionally, these results provide evidence that the analysis of UAV-based video images through HTM technology represents a first step for video imagery classification. As a final conclusion, the use of HTM has shown that it is possible to perform, in real-time, pattern recognition of video data images taken from an UAV. This opens new perspectives for precision irrigation methods in order to save water, increase yields and improve water, as well as indicating many possible future research topics.
